Earth science learning for all
First, the bad news, all field trips are
cancelled until further notice...

Due to the current Coronavirus emergency, all day schools and field
trips have been cancelled until further notice. We are sad to have to
take this decision, but such activities are currently not possible.

Day Schools & Day Trips - Refunds/Transfers
If you have paid for a day school or day trip that has been cancelled
you may contact us for a refund which will be credited back to your
debit or credit card. Alternatively, we are happy to hold on to your
payment and then to transfer it to a trip of your choice once we are
able to start them up again.

Residential Field Trips - Refunds /Transfers
We are in the process of contacting everyone who has booked for a
trip in 2020. All of the money that you have paid for trips that we
cancel is safe in a client trust account and can be refunded to you. At
the moment we don’t know when trips will resume.

We are currently working on a revised and expanded 2021 programme
that will incorporate most of the cancelled 2020 trips. Some of those
details are not yet finalised, but an up to date list can be found on page
16 of this issue of Down to Earth.

If you have booked for a cancelled 2020 field trip you have priority to
book places for any of the 2021 trips. You may transfer any monies
paid for 2020 trips to 2021.

Now for the good news, we have lots of
distance learning courses for you...

Due to the current Coronavirus emergency, why not exercise your
brain with one of our distance learning courses? They are primarily
designed for adults wanting to learn more about aspects of geology
in a relaxed and informal style.

Most of the courses comprise 10-units which can be undertaken over a
time scale to suit you. If you choose to access the units via our free to
use Moodle platform, you have 6 months of Moodle time. You can
also get the units by email or as printed sheets. We provide you with
lots of tasks to do, but there’s no homework and nothing to send us we give the answers with the following unit.

To make things easier for you at this time, we’ve reduced the prices
of many of the courses and also provided several ‘bargain bundles’!
We look forward to you joining us on one of the courses in the near
future.
For further information, email: downtoearth@geosupples.co.uk

Here ‘s the full list of courses on offer...

Yorkshire Geology £60 This 10-unit course examines the geology
of ‘God’s own county’ beginning with the oldest rocks from the
Silurian and ending with the effects of the Quaternary Ice Age.

Hot Rocks £60 This 10-unit course provides a comprehensive
introduction to igneous rocks and processes. By the end of it you’ll
know about far more than just granite and basalt!
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Sedimentary Rocks £60 This 11-part course provides an overview
of sedimentary rocks and the processes that made them. We also
include sedimentary structures and how to interpret them.

Rocks from the Pressure Cooker £60 This 10-unit course takes
a close look at metamorphic rocks and processes that make them. For
many people this is something of a ‘closed book’, but with our course,
your eyes will be opened!
Bargain bundle - get all three Rock Courses for £150!

Fossils for All Part 1 £60 This 10-unit course is for anyone with an
interest in fossils and even those without! Part 1 examines how fossils
are preserved, their use and fossils through time. It goes on to look at
graptolites, brachiopods, bivalves, echinoderms, corals, and trilobites.

Fossils for All Part 2 £60 This 10-unit course carries on from Part
1 and examines microfossils, dinosaurs and ichnofossils. It goes on
the look at the record of life through time and takes a close look at
extinction events such as the K/T boundary and human ancestory.
Bargain bundle - get both fossil courses for £100!

World Geology £60 This 10-unit course puts the spotlight on
places around the world with exceptional geological stories.
Examples include Iceland, New Zealand, China and the Grand
Canyon. As you might expect there are some great stories to be told!

Time Traveller’s Britain Part 1 £60 In this 10-unit course, we
examine some of the places that make Britain the landscape and place
that it is. In this part we include William Smith, Mary Anning,
Roderick Murchison and places such as Raasay, the Northwest
Highlands, Anglesey and County Antrim.

Time Traveller’s Britain Part 2 £60 In this 10-unit course we
continue the story with a look at London, Yorkshire, Rum, Charles
Lapworth, Gideon Mantell and George Barrow to name but a few.

Time Traveller’s Britain Part 3 £60 In this 10-unit course with
story with Arran, the Malvern Hills, the Dorset Coast and take a look
at Charles Darwin and Henry de la Beche to name but a few.
Bargain bundle - get all three parts of the above for £150!

How the Earth Works £60 In this 10-unit course we take a look at
how the theory of plate tectonics developed from the earliest times, to
the most recent discoveries. See how observations and scientific
advances across many fields, played their part.

Backyard Geology £60 Learn about how to study the geology of
your local area in this 8-unit course. It includes help on how to read
BGS maps. The cost includes a free BGS map of your choice.

Steps Towards the Rock Face £60 (£50 for under-19’s)
Our acclaimed introductory course ideal for students aged 14+ as well
as adults who are looking for a comprehensive look at the Earth
sciences.

Geology of the British Isles £60
Our classic 13-part course that traces the geological history of these
islands, from the earliest Lewisian rocks more than 3 billion years ago
to the most recent Devensian glaciation. All in one course! What are
you waiting for?

To enrol go to our online store at: www.geosupplies.co.uk
or ring us on: 0114 245 5746
We make learning fun!
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Author: Danny Clark-Lowes

Illustrations courtesy of author

Hasting(s) to the Himalaya(s)
– a geological journey
Now, more than ever, we all need something, or indeed
somewhere to look forward to. One day, this pandemic will be
beaten and we will all be able to travel once again. Right now,
travelling ten miles sounds like a very long way!

Danny Clark-Lowes has been leading trips to Himalaya for many
years and he’s shared those visits with many people some of
them, Down to Earth readers. Come along and enjoy, right here!

Whether geology was somehow in my genes (a great grandfather
managed a coal mine in Northumberland and ammonite fossils from
Whitby adorned the window sills at home) or whether an inspirational
school master was the key, it is hard to say, but in any event geology
was a fascination for me from my teenage years onwards.

My geography teacher at Haberdashers’ Aske’s School in North
London was a certain Brian FitzGerald. Before the pressures of
preparing for O levels limited the opportunity for a broad and wide
ranging education, Mr FitzGerald would take us off on geology field
trips to the south coast on term-time Saturdays. The first of these that I
attended was to Hastings in 1964 where we looked at dinosaur
footprints and plant remains in the paralic Lower Cretaceous Hastings
Beds. We gathered at Charing Cross and travelled together by train to
Hastings for our day out. If this was what geology was all about, I
decided it was for me.

My Himalayan collection (from top left clockwise): Morganite
embedded in books of mica, Tourmalines (one enlarged to show four
colour phases within one crystal), natural Lapis Lazuli, Garnets,
Kyanite and two examples of Leucogranite (biotite in white matrix of
quartz and feldspar).

conquered, the Dalai Lama had fled from Tibet into exile in India
during the Tibetan uprising against the Chinese occupiers. I started
reading about the mountains and Heinrich Harrer’s ‘Seven Years in
Tibet’ was my first, Herje’s ‘Tintin in Tibet’ was the next and John
Hunt’s account of the 1953 ‘Ascent of Everest’ was the third. I was
hooked! I had to go to the Himalayas and, since looking at rocks on
the south coast of England was fun, presumably the same would go
for the Himalayas and Tibet.

What I didn’t know was that it was in that same year, 1964, the year of
our Hastings trip, that Gansser’s monumental work ‘Geology of the
Himalayas’ was published. This summarised what was known of the
geology of the Himalayan Mountain Chain at that time. The author
(Augusto Gansser-Biaggi, to give him his full name) was a geology
professor at the University of Zurich, Switzerland, whose researches
in the Himalaya dated back to the 1930s. He was a field geologist par
excellence, steeped in Alpine geology and with an intimate
understanding of the character and mode of formation of nappes.

My collection from Folkestone, 1964, mainly ammonites and
belemnites.

Not long afterwards we visited Folkestone and collected ammonites
and belemnites (‘fossil bullets’) from the Gault Clay, getting
extremely muddy in the process, not always appreciated by fellow
passengers on the journey back to London.

About that time I learnt from my father (a Chemistry teacher and keen
mountaineer) of the great British achievement of conquering Everest a
decade earlier. Also, how some six years after Everest had been
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In the Himalayas he mapped out the main geological units and
recognised nappes and low angle thrust faults similar to those in the
Alps. He was able to define the main thrusts of the mountain chain,
including the key ‘Main Central Thrust’, and he recognised that the
mountain chain consisted of an imbricate stack of thrust sheets of
enormous proportions. It is movements on the Main Central Thrust
that we now know to be responsible for the many Himalayan
earthquakes.

Many questions remained however about the evolution of this
mountain chain. One was how these thrusts could slide so easily and
so far at such low angles, apparently defying basic the laws of physics.
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Part of Plate II from Gansser (1964) showing his interpretation of the Tethyan Himalaya, the Indus suture zone and the geology around
Mount Kailash

M. King Hubbert, an American oil geologist, offered an explanation,
noting that elevated fluid pressures at depth would facilitate lateral
transport of thrust sheets for tens of kilometres on surfaces sloping at
as little as one degree.

On a clandestine excursion into Tibet in the 1930s, Gansser, disguised
as a pilgrim, undertook the circumnavigation of the holy mountain,
Mount Kailash. On this trip he observed basic igneous rocks called
ophiolites, rocks that were once part of the ocean floor. The existence
of these rocks high on the Tibetan plateau added support to the
hypothesis that a Tethyan ocean had existed and had closed between
India and Asia, remnants of the ocean floor having been obducted onto
the continental crust.

Before I was able to visit to the Himalayas and look at the geology
first hand, my studies and subsequent career took me elsewhere. The
Natural Sciences Tripos (specialising in geology) at Cambridge
University took me on field trips around the British Isles and, instead
of visiting the Alps, favoured by many other universities, I went on an
expedition to Spitsbergen. Here I had my first experience of mapping
nappes and metamorphic facies in a fold and thrust belt.

On leaving Cambridge, deserts dominated my life. My PhD took me
to the Sahara and Saudi Arabian deserts and during my oil-industry
career, my first posting was to the Kalahari Desert. Whilst I enjoyed
my subsequent work in the petroleum provinces of the North Sea,
throughout North Africa (especially Libya), the Middle East and
Russia, I wondered whether one day I would get to the Himalayas. I
came close. In the mid-1990s I worked in Pakistan on the Salt Range
of the Potwar Basin. This lies within the foreland fold and thrust belt
of the Northwest Himalayan front.

My work there allowed me to drive up the Karakoram Highway as far
as Hunza, close to the Afghan border. Here one could purchase (amid
much bartering) minerals from across the border in Afghanistan.
These included Lapis Lazuli, Topaz, Sapphire, Ruby, Emerald,
Tourmaline and Aquamarine and provided evidence of the rich
mineral wealth of the region; a result, in part, of deep burial on
subduction zones.

Gansser in 1936 disguised as a pilgrim.
(Image: Courtesy of Wikipedia)

The notion of continental drift was first put forward by Alfred
Wegener as long ago as 1912, but had been dismissed as physically
impossible. However, one year before my Hastings trip, scientists at
Cambridge University overturned that view, offering a sea floor
spreading mechanism for continental drift and, as a result of the
recognition of magnetic striping away from the mid ocean ridges,
Plate Tectonics was born.

Not everyone was sure about this revolutionary concept but Gansser
embraced it enthusiastically, recognising that it answered the big
question left unanswered by his book; how on a global scale the
world’s largest and youngest mountain chain came about.
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Also in the mid-1990s, whilst doing reconnaissance work with a
company called Diamond Oil, I visited oil wells in the arid western
Hindu Kush of Afghanistan. The wells were hastily capped by the
Russians when they withdrew from the country in 1988/9. These oil
wells are located at the top of rounded hills that reflect underlying
anticlinal structures on the hanging wall of thrust faults. Finding our
way there on horseback with Mujahedeen guides we discovered some
of the capped wells had been leaking and the oil used locally for
heating in the winter.

It was not until 2016, officially my retirement age, that I was able to
turn my attention fully to Himalayan geology. By now familiar with
Alpine and Himalayan mountains from various mountaineering trips,
it was on a geological field trip to Ladakh in northernmost India that I
saw for myself the large scale folds visible in the mountain sides and
the high grade metamorphic minerals, to mention just a few delights
of the region.

Applying plate tectonic theory to the Himalayas has not been a simple
matter. This continent-continent collision zone is interpreted to
comprise a northward plunging Indian plate beneath an Asian plate,
which has been ‘jacked up’ by under-thrusting. This offers an
explanation for the exceptionally elevated Tibetan plateau. But
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different ways of measuring the degree of contraction that has
occurred along this plate boundary have so far failed to come together
into a consistent interpretation. Likewise there are many different
views about the varying elevation of the mountain chain and its
associated weather patterns since the collision occurred some 50
million years ago. Research continues and there appears to be no
shortage of enthusiastic geologists anxious to join in.

One major area of research is into the configuration and timing of
faults, thrusts and nappes. Not only is their geometrical configuration
important but, through the analysis of minerals formed along the fault
surfaces, movements on these faults can be dated. This has shown that
faults central to the mountain chain moved first and later movements
were taken up on faults further away to the south. (See Figure 3 in my
article in DtoE 107 May 2019 ‘A ‘Radioactive Cooking Pot’ in the
Manaslu Region of Nepal’).

Summary of the evolution of the Himalaya, Oligocene to the
Present, showing the distribution of metamorphic facies
(From O’Brien P.J. 2019)

Through the analysis of the minerals within igneous and metamorphic
rocks, the evolution of structures can be measured in terms of
pressure, temperature and time. This allows, for instance, tracking
through time of the ‘pathway’ of a tectonic unit composed of high
grade metamorphic minerals such as the Greater Himalayan Series,
showing when it reached its maximum burial and what happened to it
during its exhumation. These are the disciplines of geochronology and
geothermobarometry.

Much research is at a very large scale using earthquake data to discern
lithosphere and plate relationships, focusing particularly on
subduction zones and regions of crustal thickening. These
seismological studies are showing that the down-going plate can
become detached (slab break-off) with consequent isostatic
implications.

Mount Kailash (6638m). The mountain is sacred and has never been
climbed.

The author is a geologist educated at Cambridge and London
universities who runs HimalayanGeoTours. His next trip is with Indus
Experiences to the Annapurna region and Mustang (Nepal) in October
this year.
References:
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One very relevant and important topic that is receiving a lot of
attention is that of palaeoseismology, the study of earthquakes through
time and the fault movements responsible for these earthquakes.
Obviously probabilistic data on the characteristics, location and
frequency of earthquakes is of great value.

The geologist working in the Himalaya today may not look quite like
Gansser on his clandestine excursion into Tibet, but the field
observational skills in which he excelled are just as important to the
modern day geologist.
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View from Muktinath westwards to Dhaulagiri range (Nepal). Large
scale folding is visible in the structure of the mountains
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your feedback
Despite the lockdown we are still pleased to hear from you on any
subject, but particularly anything that you wish to comment on
from things we publish in Down to Earth.
Please contact us at: downtoearth@geosupplies.co.uk
Here’s what you have to say this time...

Hi Chris

Fracking politics

I note with interest in your Editorial (DtoE 110), that only one
political party, the SNP, is mentioned.

You criticise them for being happy to see fracked gas imported into
Grangemouth, when of course they are powerless to stop that.

You go on to say Cumbria Council have given planning permission for
a coal mine but fail to mention the party in control there.

Could they be tories I wonder?
Dear Editor

Graeme MacGregor, by email

We’re happy to help you!

During this pandemic we are trying our best to use our online presence
to provide a service to our members of the Warwickshire Geological
Conservation Group.

Normally we receive a supply of DtoE quarterly magazines which we
have available for our members to take away with them following an
evening meeting. Like all other society’s our events have been
cancelled until September, and possibly further.

I was wondering if you would have any objections to us posting your
Quarterly magazine and your monthly Extra newsletter onto our
website during this shutdown period. Our website is open to all, so it
is possible that non members could get access to your magazine.
However, I doubt this would have a negative impact on your sales,
more likely giving you a little extra publicity.

Ray Pratt, by e-mail

The Editor responds: In these extraordinary times we all need to
think ‘outside the box’. It’s the same thinking we’ve employed for
this, the May issue of Down to Earth.

We realised that with all of the local geological societies in shut down,
along with schools and mousers, the last thing you all wanted was
printed copies of our magazine.

Accordingly, we would be delighted if you would pass this, the
electronic copy on to your members at this time. At a later stage,
we’ll do a small number of printed copies for those without email.
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Tell the Editor what you think about any
geological subject or article in DtoE
Email: downtoearth@geosupplies.co.uk
or write to him at the usual address

Dear Geosupplies

Appreciation from New Zealand

I follow the UK situation closely. Originally, I’m from County
Durham and lived in Edinburgh and the East Midlands so I have lots
of roots there and my heart is always there, or parts of it!

We are very lucky in NZ. Isolation helps. Few deaths, only 10 or so
and few cases. I think less than 2000. The other reason is Jacinda
Arderne, our Prime Minister, she’s only 39 but acts like a wise ancient
sage. She is truly amazing and I am usually so cynical regarding
politicians these days, so it takes a lot for me to say that. She is really
on the ball on this issue as many others. Because of the great
governance, this country is managing the situation so well.

The economy, as you must feel Len is a different story. I am so lucky
to have a job that can survive this crisis. When millions are being
thrown into unemployment. I can see the pleasanter sides of humanity
and the less pleasant side. The economic realities of the less fortunate
will impact on this. I see the beginnings. Having worked a lot in poor
countries I have seen this so many times. It will be a shock for some
OECD countries if not managed well. The sad thing is there is a lot of
wealth around, but nobody, or few want to share the wealth. That’s
another story.

I hope your business survives Len. I hope your personal finances stay
healthy. Geosupplies have contributed so much to geology over so
many years. I really admire you all and the business you have grown
together with the heart and love for geology and the people you have
met and helped through the subject. You are an inspiration for us all. I
am a salary slave and always have been. The risks are much lower.
You’ve been out there trying to carve your own niche in an
unforgiving world. I take my hat off to you.

Professor Michael G Petterson, by e-mail
Auckland University of Technology, New Zealand

The Editor comments: This email was received in the Geosupplies
office recently and at these times, it’s gestures like this that keep us all
going. Make no mistake, it’s going to be hard for us all in the small
Geosupplies family.

Like so many small businesses, we are yet to see the colour of any
money from our Government, despite having most of our people on
furlough.

The problem is going to come after the end of the three months of
furlough. What is the economy going to look like as we slowly wake
up? Universities are not going to be ready to restart fieldwork any
time soon and if they don’t do fieldwork, they aren’t going to need
field equipment. Yes, its a difficult time indeed!

And finally, a rare message in any language these days...

In Welsh: “Rwyf ar waith maes heddiw, byddaf yn ôl yn y swyddfa
ddydd Llun”.
Or in English: “I am on fieldwork today, I will be back in the office
Monday.”
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grassroots

Harrow & Hillingdon Geological Society - Uxbridge
Rock Show 2020

Inspired by our founding President, the late Dr Bob Symes OBE,
Harrow & Hillingdon Geological Society began mounting exhibitions
as one day exhibits in local halls. Our first exhibition at Uxbridge
Library was in 2002 and continued, alternating with Harrow Library
and other venues. Since 2013, Uxbridge has been our main venue,
however, with small informative stands held at local country fairs etc.
This year’s Uxbridge Rock Show was one of our most successful, and
certainly the longest, as it continued for nearly three weeks,
spanning the half term school holidays. The exhibition team had
prepared for the event since early
January and finally set up the show over two days before opening to
the public on 12th February.

David Lancaster set up his fascinating display on British minerals.
Meanwhile, Jackie and John Gill’s detailed fossil display concentrated
on fossil fish, fossil teeth and cephalopods. Bob Maurer’s ever
popular coprolites and meteorites almost filled the third case, while
colourful gemstone animals on the bottom shelf entertained our
youngest visitors. An innovation this year was that we used one of
the large illuminated glass cases to display 'Mineral Treasures', an
exhibit based on some of the late Veronica Lucas’ worldwide
collection combined with Vanessa Harley’s stone eggs and some other
decorative mineral specimens.

With fieldwork and events cancelled, Chris
Darmon picks out some of the highlights of
geonews up and down the country.
On our opening day we had three classes of children from a local
school visit the Rock Show for a ‘Hands-on Rocks’ experience led by
HHGS members. Over the duration of the exhibition a total of twelve
school classes and groups of visually impaired and disabled adults
attended. Hillingdon Borough’s Councillor Corthorne, who has the
Council’s brief on Climate Emergency, visited the Rock Show and
was particularly interested in the Climate Change exhibit. The local
Mayor also dropped in for a visit.

The show, which proved very popular with local residents and their
families, was open seven days each week (including four 12-hour
days), stewarded throughout by members. Exhibitions Coordinator,
Joan Waters, was interviewed by the online radio station Uxbridge
FM, who heard about the Rock Show on Twitter. The excellent,
walk-around interview is available on their website and on YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bmPDo99baXI

We finally closed up the Rock Show on Friday 28th February. Great
thanks to all those who helped set up and steward the show, as well as
those who visited us.

Jackie Gill, Assistant Secretary, HHGS

The Editor comments: Well done for this amazing effort Harrow &
Hillingdon. Perhaps other societies might now be inspired to do
something similar, though at the moment it would have to be a virtual
rock show!

Minecraft goes geological with rocks and minerals...

Minecraft is a tremendously popular sandbox game where you mine
for resources, build things, defeat monsters and explore a virtually
unlimited world. Have you ever wondered how similar the Minecraft
resources are to rocks and minerals in the real world? Let's find out!

Jolyon Ralph with help from Erin Delventhall, has put together an
amazing set of notes and pictures that will provide superb background

An overview of the Uxbridge Rock Show that took place just before
the country went into lockdown.

Allan Wheeler, extended his Rock Cycle exhibit over two tables to tie
it in with the posters of the same name. We combined various
members’ specimens of cut and polished building stones to make a
popular table exhibit. Also we added some extra, decorative
specimens to the fluorescent rocks display in the light box, including
some 1930’s glassware.

A big topic this year was ‘Climate Change and the Earth’s Resources’
which consisted of display material from The Geological Society,
BGS and other trusted internet web sites, including population studies.
The other posters were of local topics and a selection from our archive
of posters which we prepared for GA Festivals of Geology.
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information for anyone engaged with this popular game.
Take this as an example, concerning ‘Stone’...

“Yes, plain old Stone. You get to see a lot of this in Minecraft, and you
get to dig through a lot of it. It's boring, it's everywhere, but it's useful
as a building material and it's critical for making tools during that very
brief period when you start the game before you discover Iron.

In the real world, we use the words 'stone' and 'rock' to describe any
natural stone or rock that hasn't been identified more accurately. So,
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museums. In contrast, soft sculptural entrail forms dangled from the
ladders.

Fiona explains: ’Ladders represent imaginary stairways of spiritual
ascension and escape. My piece Snakes and Ladders alludes to the
human cycle of striving, greed, suffering, hope. I was inspired by
Piranesi’s ‘The Imaginary Prisons’ series. I made the work in
sections, partly during a short residency at the prison. It was a
challenge to install and I owe thanks to Nick Weaver for his technical
assistance.”
here on mindat.org we use the page rock to group all different types of
rock together. You might be surprised at how many different types of
rock exist!”

The material can be found on the Mindat website. If you were not
aware, Mindat is a non-commercial online mineralogical database,
claiming to be the largest mineral database and mineralogical
reference website on the internet. It is used by professional
mineralogists and amateur mineral collectors alike.

You can find this excellent material at:
https://www.mindat.org/a/minecraft

Sticking with art, ‘our’ Julia spends lockdown time with
her field sketches...

Surrey based Down to Earth reader Julia Madelin has been a regular
attender on our residential field trips for a number of years. Whenever
she’s walked enough, she takes out her sketch book and draws. Once
she’s back at home, she turns some of her drawings into watercolour
paintings.

This example is from Iceland, her favourite place. It’s Eyjafallajokull
seen from Eldfell on Heimaey.

We are grateful to Down to Earth reader Peter Barnes for bringing
this to our attention.

Fiona Campbell wins national arts award...

West Country artist Fiona Campbell has landed a global arts award
from Red Line Art Works for her series of ‘Snakes & Ladders', ‘Glut'
and ‘Accretion'.

Snakes and
Ladders was
created as site
responsive
work for
B-Wing, an
Arts’ Council
England funded
project Fiona
co-curated in
Shepton Mallet
Prison (decommissioned),
involving 8
artists/writers
and
community
events.
Interacting
with the
massive space,
hand-crafted
‘rickety’ l
adders, ranging
from 4-7
metres long,
spanned 3
floors. Made from found wood and paper (the text evidence of our
consumerist world), they appeared dreamlike. One suspended from
the ceiling, was reminiscent of flight and extinct animals hung in
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Autumn 2020 events, the advice is to check with the
relevant organiser...

The arrival of the Somerset Geology Group’s April Update, is a
reminder to all of us to check carefully the status of a number of
Autumn 2020 events. At this moment, nobody can really predict what
will be happening then,.

Events planned for Autumn 2020 include the Mendips Rock Festival
and Earth Science Week, organised by The Geological Society. Even
the Geologists’ Association Festival of Geology must be in doubt.

We at Down to Earth, hope to publish more details about these and
other planned events in our August issue. Provided we are kept
informed by organisers.

Have you founds Graeme Churchard’s Geology in the
West Country blog yet?

Every week Graeme Churchard publishes a blog which provides some
great geonews aimed at a wide audience.

Go to: graeme@churchard.com and subscribe - it’s free!
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Why not share your view with us...

copies of the leaflet were
ordered, but due to some
confusion at the printer’s end
over the required finish (matt
or gloss), the group has ended
up with 3000 for the price of
1000! These should last for a
while, but in addition, a pdf of
the leaflet is available to
download from the
Champions website here:

As we are encouraged to stay at home and stay safe in these tough
times, I wondered if we could have a competition of ‘geology through
the window?’

https://ehtchampions.org.uk/ch/wpcontent/uploads/pdfs/Lickey%20
Hills% 20GeoChampions%20Leaflet%202020.pdf

I am very fortunate to have this view and I am sure you will know
what it is and the location, but will readers of Down to Earth? I
taught Geography for many years and always said Geography started
‘through the window!’

Fortunately, within our hour of exercise we can circumnavigate the
hill in the view and get our fix of fossils and rocks.

Thank you for a fascinating magazine, I am enjoying reading back
copies as we are spending more time at home.

Wendy Ormerod

The Editor comments: Thank you Wendy and what a lovely idea.
Please send us your ‘views from my window’ and we’ll publish them
in upcoming issues of Down to Earth extra. If you recognise this
shot, do let us know!

Lickey Champions produce a new leaflet...

In the early days, the Lickey Hills Champions group made good use of
the original publicity leaflet produced during the Champions project,
but gradually felt that it would be useful to have some publicity
material more specific to the Lickey Hills Champions sites and the
group’s activities.

There have been a few attempts over the years to produce single sheet
publicity notices, but now, thanks to the efforts of Champion Jane
Mills, the group can boast a very professional looking tri-fold leaflet,
including a map showing the Lickey Hills Champions sites. Using the
same printer who took care of the magnificent new Champions
information panel on Bilberry Hill (installed in May 2018), 1000
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Have a look, and if you live anywhere near the Lickey Hills, or know
someone who might be interested in joining the group, the details are
in the leaflet.

With thanks to Julie Schroder

How many ‘hidden quarries’ lie below your area?

If you are lucky enough to live close to open country, the chances are
that, right now, you’re walking some of your local footpaths. It’s at
times like these, that you realise what a wonderful asset to the local
community these, half forgotten paths are.

Down to Earth reader Mike Penning spotted this quarry near the
South Yorkshire village of Green Moor. Notice how it seems to have
been excavated in a field and is largely below your feet. We are used
to quarries being above us, but it’s a reminder that wherever a decent
building stone could be found, there would be people willing to
extract it. In some cases quarries were just used to construct a single
nearby dwelling.
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competition

What’s the
story?

We ask you to ‘exercise those little grey cells’...

plate on one side and the Eurasian on the other. If the picture was
taken in the afternoon, the Eurasian plate is on the left. Nearly got to
see that myself 5 years ago but the trip was called off due to blizzards
and hurricane force winds.”

Peter also sent us a photograph that we’ll use in the next issue. It
will be a stretch of your ability!

In a strange quirk, John Edwards sent in some of his own pictures,
of the mid-ocean ridge in Iceland, but at a different location. Sorry,
it wasn’t where you thought John. My picture was taken in the
Þingvellir National Park!

However John also sent in some excellent additional material and this,
along with his photographs, and material from regular correspondent
Richard Mann will be in the August issue.

Regular contributor, Julia Madelin added:

I guess that the snow was a bit of help to some of you! There was a
time when this Icelandic World Heritage Site might not have been
recognised by many people, but with the number of visitors in recent
years, that’s no longer the case.

Here’s what Peter Eyles had to say:
“I reckon your What’s the story? picture is the mid-Atlantic ridge.
Depending on the orientation of the shot there is the North American

“The rift system is an integral part of the widening of the Atlantic
Ocean and according to Graham Park this is taking place at
approximately 2cm per year. Therefore the European plate is on the
right and the American plate is on the left. Iceland is not an old land
geologically speaking, however I am unsure as to when the basalt
flows were actually erupted. On our trip in 2014 we did visit some
nice spatter cones in the area, which were probably erupted in the 13th
century or thereabouts. So certainly these major basalt flows are
much older. It is reasonable to suppose that the basalt flows which are
so prominent in the photo were one solid sheet at the time of
emplacement, but given 2cm a year of stretch, if the distance between
the outcrops can be measured, it would give an indication of age
(allowing for time for the basalt to solidify.)”

Forgive us, if we don’t offer a prize this time as it was due to be two
places on one of our day trips. At the moment, you would have a
long wait!

This picture was taken by
Chris Darmon in Wales,
and this time there are no
clues!

We ask simply: “What’s
the story?”

The closing date is
July 15th. 2020. The prize
this time is any Dunedin
Press book up to a value of
£20.00.

We welcome images for use
in this feature.

Email your answers and
images to:
downtoearth@
geosupplies.co.uk
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in my opinion

I’ve had the pleasure and privilege of teaching geology to adults,
for more than 30 years. One of my greatest joys is that this type
of learning is very much a ‘two-way street’.

So when Ron Gibson from my Chapeltown class sent me a letter
after taking part in a course on How the Earth Works, I just had
to give its contents a wider airing.

We should never allow thinking in our subject to be confined to
the so-called experts. I’m reminded of the story of the
Emperor’s new clothes!
Over to you Ron...

Following your recent course on plate tectonics I have had some
thoughts and would be grateful if you would let me have your
comments. I fully accept my limitations and as such like to consider
that my thought processes are not being hindered by either facts or
knowledge.

My problem was in understanding what mechanism caused the plates
to move. The main theories seem to involve the movement of magma
rising between plates and forcing them apart or convection currents
where magma circulates effectively dragging them around.

I could not see how magma rising between plate margins being the
driving force behind plate movement as in the mid-Atlantic and
thought that it came down to whether the magma movement was
proactive or reactive. I could not see how the rising magma would
produce such a lateral force to move continents apart when to me the
easier option, due to the sheer mass of the plates to be moved, would
be to build a mountain range or a chain of volcanoes. There is a ridge
along the mid Atlantic boundary of the plates but I think that this
would be far more significant if magma was coming out under high
pressure. I did consider that magma rising between the plates would
cool on reaching the sea thereby capping the escape route and pressure

Author: Ron Gibson
forcing the plates to move apart. There are however, chains of
volcanic islands where the growth of the volcanoes has not been
stopped by the cooling effect of the sea.

I am also not too convinced by convection currents within the magma
being the sole or major driving force. I thought that where there are
two adjacent systems both going up or down at the same boundary
then the upper surfaces would be moving in opposite directions
negating the effect on the plate above. I am also not sure if there
would be too little friction with the plates to cause major movement
when considering the mass of the plates.

I tried thinking of reasons I would be content with but it was only in
the last couple of months that I considered that the rotation of the
earth itself could be a factor.

The circumference of the earth at the equator is 24901 miles which
means that any point on the equator would have to travel at 1037 mph
to complete its rotation in 24 hours. As the lines of latitude move
towards the poles the circumference reduces so the mph will reduce to
fit in the same 24 hour cycle and thought this could also add layers of
stress.

It brought to mind a clip that I saw on television many years ago
where there was a long line of ice skaters with one half facing left and
the other facing right. As they set off skating round the centre point
they were able to keep a straight line but as their speed increased the
outer skaters were unable to keep up. The lines then started to bend
backwards until those on the outer ends started dropping out or flying
off at a tangent.

I thought in a similar way, the earth’s crust, the plates that we stand on
are under stress keeping up with the inner core’s rotation particularly
around the equator. There is no solid connection from the crust to the
core as beneath the crust there is molten magma, possibly with
varying degrees of viscosity, that will allow slippage and this would

This is probably the most widely shared plate tectonics image, but how true to life is the depiction? (Image: USGS archive)
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be enough to keep the plates fragmented and moving. I have seen in
some reports that the plates have a westward trend. The earth rotates
west to east and so depending on point of observation this could make
the plates seem to have a general westward trend due to the drag
effect. I think that this stress and plate movement will continue as long
as the earth rotates and a layer of molten magma provides the means
for movement.

This is Arthur Holmes’ depiction of continental drift in 1929. He
was ridiculed by physicists at the time, who said it was impossible.
But are his vertical descents of continential material closer to the
mark after all?

We usually see diagrams of plates in a two dimensional form not three
dimensional where the mass distribution would show to be uneven.
This uneven distribution where one side is relatively shallow oceanic
crust and the other deeper continental crust could cause the movement
to be eccentric and cause the plate to rotate. I thought of the seeds of
a sycamore tree with the seed at one end attached to a long “wing”.
Gravity is the movement force here but in its fall the seed will have a
relatively straight path while the wing will rotate rapidly.

Some other items I considered are:

The relatively thin oceanic crust we are told, dives under continental
crust but I think that this could be the other way round and that the
continental crust bulldozes its way over the oceanic and with the
oceanic having a lower mass it becomes the crumple zone being
pushed out of the way up or down. I think that this could be the case
on the west coast of America where the oceanic crust of the western
plate is moving in a roughly northern direction and is subducting
under the American plate. I think also that this could be part of the
greater system where the relative western movement of the American
plate is faster than movement of both the European plate on the east

and the Asian plate to the west. This would cause the Atlantic to
expand allowing magma to rise and fill the gap left between the two
diverging plates. The Pacific is reducing due to the closure of the
plates and in this case the oceanic crust has to subduct to compensate
for the closing continents.

Collisions with other plates will influence but not necessarily stop
plate movement. Think of India, the mass and inertia of the plate
means that there is still northward movement long after the original
collision with the continued rise of the himalayas only being
countered by erosion.

Gravity could also contribute. Apart from everything being pulled
towards the centre of the earth there is the gravitational pull of the
moon and sun. This manifests itself in the tides as the moon orbits the
earth. This effect however does not stop at land masses. The pull
continues over land and while this is not sufficient to move rocks it
would slightly reduce the effect of earths gravity alone. This rhythmic
pulsing (rapid in geological terms) could help nudge things one way
or another in situations of critical balance.

We’ve come a long way from simple images of convection cells such
as those shown here. Are we doing ourselves any favours by
continuing to use them today? That said, it’s still the nature, shape
and operation of convection cells that are at the heart of some of our
concerns. It goes right back to Arthur Holmes in 1929!
(Image: Pinternet)

Magnetism could also make a contribution. The effect would probably
be small but it would be relentless and when polarity flips the internal
force field would change the dynamics affecting plate movement.

Overall, plate tectonics are complex and I feel that there is no single
explanation and that the answer would be a combination of more than
one theory.

The Editor comments: I first of all want to thank Ron for honestly
putting forward his doubts and concerns about how plate tectonics
actually works.

In the 50-plus years since plate tectonics theory was first put forward
by J. Tuzo Wilson in 1965, an awful lot has changed. Ideas have
come, only for someone to refute them. Central to a lot of the
controversy has been the mechanism.

Much of the debate, it seems to me, centres on the nature of the deep
interior of the Earth and particularly about the nature of the deep
mantle. Hardly a month goes by before yet another fragment of
continental plate is discovered embedded deep in the mantle!

Pockets of ‘ultra mushy rock’ accumulate at the base of the
lithosphere. They are quite small and cause seismic waves to slow
down considerably. A team from Arizona State University studied
them in 2017. (Image: Courtesy of phys.org)
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Enough from me, I want you, our Down to Earth readers to rise to
the challenge! Do you agree with Ron? Will you respond to some of
his concerns?

We would like to publish your responses in the August issue of Down
to Earth, so get your thinking caps on!
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a good read
Title:

UK Mineral Exploration
during the past 60 years
Author:
Tom Colman
Publisher: Northern Mines Resarch
Society
ISBN:
978 0 901450 75 3
Format: Softback
Cost:
£12.00
Level:
Adult & general interest
My rating: *****

If you go back sixty years to 1960, Britain was still a mining nation.
Not only were we mining coal, we were also still mining for a number
of metals, including gold, tin, copper and iron. Today, the mining
industry is but a fraction of what it was.

In this fascinating book, Tim Colman looks at a vital element of that
mining history, the mineral exploration. Without successful
exploration, there can be no future economic mining. Tim describes
the book as “Not an analysis of mineralisation in Britain but more an
account of who did what, where and when.”

During the six decades covered by this book there have been
enormous changes in the role and attitude of Government towards
exploration. In the 1960s, there was active involvement and then in
the 1970s and 80s there was financial support. Today there is an
apparent absence of interest, in what is now a small sector of the UK
economy. The author worked for the BGS for 35 years and has access
to many sources of information of difficult access to the average
researcher. This material forms the main body of the book.

The UK is perceived as a difficult country in which to carry out
exploration, with little obvious potential. This is partly due to the
fragmented pattern of land ownership, large population and small land
area which makes it difficult to carry out development without
attracting attention. However, new mining, concentration and
exploration techniques, together with interests in minerals which have
hitherto been regarded as of little value have stimulated considerable
activity. This has been encouraged by the large suite of minerals
present in the UK and its long history of mining.

This is a book that’s crammed full of surprises, such as the finding of
a small amount of gold near Stamford in Lincolnshire - though
nothing further came of it. We also learn of the importance of the
Crown Estates in the promotion of mine exploration and how they are
the land owners in several current mining ventures. At the conclusion
of reading this book you will have an entirely different perspective on
UK mining than you did before. As the future, the author concludes
that there are still areas where new exploration can, and indeed should
take place.
Geo Supplies stocks hundreds of geological books and
booklets, as well as holding a full range of BGS maps and
other publications. If we haven’t got it in stock, we can
usually get a current title for you within a short period of
time.
Browse our booklist online @ www.geosupplies.co.uk
or ring us on 0114 2455746
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Reviewer: Chris Darmon

Title:
Author:
Publisher:
ISBN:
Format:
Cost:
Level:
My rating:

Chalk & Cheese
Steve Hannath
Ex Libris Books
978 1 906641 65 8
Softback
£8.00
Adult & general interest
****

It’s many years since there was an in print book about the geology of
the county of Wiltshire, yet it was a county whose geology was
studied by William Smith. In this easy to read book, Steve Hannath
examines the rocks of the county and how they have impacted on the
natural and cultural landscapes.

Readers may wonder about the title ‘chalk and cheese’. It relates to
the saying: ‘as different as chalk and cheese’. In Wiltshire thee are
two main rock types, the chalk, which forms low hills and downs and
the clay that lines gentle valleys. The landscape of the two areas and
the agriculture carried out upon them is very different.

Aside from the Quaternary, the solid rocks of Wiltshire come from just
two periods, the Jurassic and Cretaceous. Some of the Jurassic, the
limestone oolites forms Wiltshire Cotswold in the Northwest of the
county. This is also the source of some of the county’s building
stones.

Much of the book is given over to the extraction of the stone and its
use in the vernacular architecture. This is a fascinating take on the
rocks and is a powerful reminder of how important these resources
were to the local economy in times gone by. There’s also a really
interesting chapter covering the water resources of the county.

Title:
Authors:
Publisher:
ISBN:
Format:
Cost:
Level:

Jtuassic Skye
Sarah White & Dugald Ross
Pisces Publications
978 1 874357 97 1
Softback
£12.50
Adult/ student general interest

The island of Skye is perhaps best known for its magnificent Cullins
formed from Tertiary gabbros and granites, but there are other older
rocks as well. Amongst the Jurassic rocks, particularly around Staffin
in the north of the island, can be found sediments that provide us with
an insight into the dinosaurs that once roamed these parts. This
fascinating, beautifully designed and illustrated book, puts those
dinosaur finds into the context of the local geology and shows how
important they are to our understanding of these amazing creatures.
First hand accounts of the finds and their finders are included. This is
a book for anyone interested in Skye and dinosaurs!
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pygidium

Proof that it can be done, your Editor and his partner
complete the BGS jigsaw puzzle!

If you’ve found the British Isles geological map jigsaw hard going,
here’s the proof that it can be done! It took me and my partner about
10 days, though we did do it in shortish stints.

Our regular little ‘tail-pieces’ of information
to amuse you. At times like these we are all
looking for something to cheer us up!

The Wonky cafe...

With our beaches deserted and cafes closed, we turn our thoughts to a
very special cafe at Bembridge on the Isle of Wight. The Wonky Cafe
sits right on the beach below the unstable cliffs.

The problem is the large amount of white and very pale blue around
the margins of the map. There were also a few unfamiliar Irish
headlands that I’d never heard of.

It’s my understanding that the 1820 William Smith map is much
harder because you don’t get a large picture to use as an aid, unlike
this map which comes with a copy of the full size map.

We’d welcome picture proof from somebody who has done the
William Smith puzzle.

The White Stag of Northumberland...

No one knows why there is a white stag painted on the rock near to
the lighthouse at Blackrocks Point on the Northumberland coast. It
has been recently repainted onto the dolerite of the Great Whin Sill.
Legend has it that it was because a white stag jumped into the sea to
escape hunters after being chased from Spindlestone.

If you know any more about this striking piece of art, please tell us!
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Over the years it has suffered quite severe damage, but has always
come back to fight another day. Let us hope that Coronavirus doesn’t
do what nature has so far failed to do and that is close the place for
good.

Longshore drift in action...

For our final field trip of 2019, we visited Hastings. Near Seaham we
were able to witness a massive stone clearance operation that goes on
for months. Flint pebbles are removed from the beach a trucked in an
easterly direction, ready for the waves to move tham back again!
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Also on the beach was this notice...

Not far from the dump trucks moving flints was this, amazingly polite
notice. It is obviously aimed at a different class of dog walker to those
we get up here in Yorkshire.

Meanwhile on the Llyn Peninsula...

Last October, we visited the Llyn Peninsula in North Wales and took
in a tour of some reconstructed traditional round houses at a local
eco-project.

A cosy cafe in Hastings...

Here’s what you do when it rains down on the beach at the east end of
Hastings Beach on an October day. No chance of social distancing
here by the looks of it! Our group don’t look too happy, perhaps Chris
wasn’t paying for the drinks!
One of our participants, Norman Ridley was persuaded to take this
regal seat in one of the huts. It makes him look a little like a tribal
chief in the seat of judgment!

And finally...

This is a sign that was on display at The Cross Keys, a National Trust
owned temperance inn at Cautley Spout near Sedbergh in Cumbria

Joking aside we are always grateful that there are cafes like this one,
available to us on our field trips. In more normal times they provide
us with hot and cold drinks, ice creams and cakes. Many also provide
that elusive British classic, the toilet!

With few exceptions cafes are run by cheery, welcoming people who
often know a lot about their local neighbourhood, including the
geology and landscape.

Cafe owners you are appreciated!
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Stay safe, until we meet again. In the words of the song “don’t
know where, don’t know when”!
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Featured books
May - July

In each issue we are pleased to be able to introduce you to a range of featured books. Where they are
being offered at reduced prices, these will be current to the end of the month shown above, provided that
stocks are available. Please note, all prices include UK postage.

New!
£16.00
6

New!
£18.95

New!
£14.00

Good!
£10.00

New!
£21.00

Great!
£9.00

Good!
£13.00

Value!
£16.99

Good!
£10.00

Different!
£10.00

New!
£18.95

Order online at www.geosupplies.co.uk or ring us on 0114 245 5746
Geo Supplies Ltd 49 Station Road, Chapeltown, Sheffield S35 2XE

